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ABSTRACT
Acoustic scene classification is the problem of recognition of sound around our living area. Since people
recognize the situation through sound when they can’t see, it is very natural that acoustical approach is being
made in research that awareness of environment. In this field, research using deep learning method such as
CNN is widely used recently. However, this method has the disadvantage that the lower the number of data,
the lower the performance. So, in this paper, data augmentation considering acoustical approach-the transfer
function of the room-was performed to obtain enough number of data for each classes. To verify this method,
we used dataset from DCASE 2018 challenge, which is acoustic scene classification competition. Our
augmentation method improved overall f1-score by 0.1 from the state-of-art performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) is field of recognize sound events in user environment sounds.
It has been actively studied to be used as an acoustic sensors like sensors of other domains in order to
applied to areas such as context aware computing(1).
Currently, a machine learning based approach is mainly used to deal with this field. Si nce machine
learning requires a large amount of data to develop optimized model, numerous training data which
is related with target data is needed. However, collecting a sufficient number of labeled data is
difficult because collecting data is a costly and time-consuming process. Therefore, data
augmentation technique which use computing power to make artificial data is being used in process
of training model of machine learning.
The most commonly used techniques for data augmentation are adding noise (2), time shifting(3)
and mix and shuffle(4). Although this traditional methods contributes to improving the performance
of the model, it is more intuitive whether than the acoustical approach. So far, data augmentation
considering acoustical approach have been studied, but they mainly focused on speech recognition
problem(5).
In this study, data augmentation considering acoustical approach-the transfer function of the
room-was performed to obtain enough number of data for training model in ASC. The sound which is
captured from acoustic sensors has transformed through the room transfer function. For that reason, we
produced data that has different room transfer function by multiplying Mel-spectrogram of sound
source to random number that has Gaussian distribution.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Acoustic scene classification
The goal of this field is to collect sound from acoustic devices such as microphone and classify
sound event through the classifier, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Conceptual overview of the ASC

2.2 Approaches
Currently, approaches to solving this problem are mainly using machine learning. The train and
evaluation dataset train the model and uses weights determined to predict unknown signals. Figure 2
shows the overall process of machine learning.

Figure 2 Machine learning process

In this process, the part that determines the performance of the model is roughly the relevance
between the data to be trained and the data to be predicted, the feature selection, and the structure of
the model. We will focus on data relevance.
As mentioned in introduction, data augmentation methods using given data are mainly used. In
terms of data relevance, the data which has similarity with data to predict is required. For that
purpose, we used data augmentation technique to increase the number of data in a fewer labels.
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3. DATA AUGMENTAION
As shown in Figure 3, we hear the sound from the sound source through the room transfer function.

Figure 3 Sound transmission path

The above situation can be expressed by
ݕଵ ሺݐሻ ൌ ݄ଵ ሺݐሻ ݔ כሺݐሻ

(1)

where ݔሺݐሻ is sound source, ݄ଵ ሺݐሻ is room transfer function and ݕଵ ሺݐሻ is sound signal captured by
acoustic sensors. By applying Fourier transform, eq. (1) can be easily represented in frequency
domain:
ܻଵ ሺ݂ሻ ൌ ܪଵ ሺ݂ሻܺሺ݂ሻ

(2)

We can assume that same sound source x(t) has room transfer function ݄ଶ ሺݐሻ which is different
from ݕଵ ሺݐሻ then signal captured by acoustic sensor will be ݕଶ ሺݐሻ. With Fourier transformation we
can express:
ܻଶ ሺ݂ሻ ൌ ܪଶ ሺ݂ሻܺሺ݂ሻ

(3)

Therefore by dividing eq. (2) with eq. (3) we can get:
ܻଶ ሺ݂ሻ ൌ ܻଵ ሺ݂ሻ ቈ

ܪଶሺ݂ሻ

ܪଵሺ݂ሻ

(4)

In the frequency domain as shown in eq. (4), the unknown signal ܻଶ ሺ݂ሻ can be obtained by dividing
ு ሺሻ
ܪଶ ሺ݂ሻ by ܪଵ ሺ݂ሻ. Here we assumed that this value (ቂ మ ሺሻቃ) is a random number with a Gaussian
ு
distribution.
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4. EXPERIMENTS
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Data augmentation was tested in DCASE 2018 Challenge Task5(6). Dataset is from SINS dataset(7)
which is for detection of daily activities in a home environment using an acoustic sensor network.
Figure 2 shows floorplan of the SINS dataset environment with sensor position.

Figure 4 2D floorplan of the combined kitchen and living room with the used sensor nodes.

The continuous recordings from sensor nodes were split into audio segment of 10 seconds. Each sensor
node has 4 microphones.
To predict signal, we built model by using machine learning as described in section 2.2. The
experiments are carried out using the 4-fold cross validation setting in development dataset of
DCASE 2018 Challenge. We applied data augmentation to each fold and utilized ADAM
optimizer(8)with initial learning rate 0.0001 and a batch size of 128 samples. On training epoch, we
chose network weight which is in the best accuracy on validation data.
4.2 Feature extraction
The split audio segment was feature extracted using Mel-spectrogram. Specification of Mel feature
is shown in table 1.
Table 1 Mel Spectrogram Specification

Number of Mel
Number of FFT
Sample rate
4.3

40
1024
16000
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Data augmentation was applied to train dataset. Figure3 shows number of data by label and the
number of augmented data.
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Figure 5 Number of data and augmented data in train dataset
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working

As can be seen in the figure 5, the data augmentation was applied to six labels with a small number of data.
4.4 Model architecture
To build our model, we applied same network architecture as the model of Inoue et al.(4). The
network architecture and parameters are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Model architecture

Layer
Input

Output size
40 × 501 × 1

Conv(7 × 1, 64) + BN + ReLU

40 × 501 × 64

Max pooling(4 × 1) + Dropout(0.2)
Conv(10 × 1, 128) + BN + ReLU
Conv(1 × 7, 256) + BN + ReLU
Global max pooling + Dropout(0.5)
Dense
Softmax output

10 × 501 × 64
1 × 501 × 128
1 × 501 × 256
256
128
9

4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 4 shows F1 scores on each label and overall compared with traditional data augmentation
method.
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Figure 6 F1 scores on each label

As shown in figure 6, data augmentation using room transfer function enhanced accuracy of the
model. The overall F1 score in proposed method is 0.91 while classical method is 0.9. In particular,
we can see that the proposed method effectively improves the F1 score of the label with a relatively
large number of data like 'dish washing', 'eating', 'other' and 'social activity'. We can see that the
f1-score of the working label is slightly lowered, which can be thought of as performance deviation
due to model learning.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered improving ASC performance with using machine learning technique.
Specifically, we took advantage of the fact that machine learning requires large amounts of data to
achieve a certain level of performance. From this point of view, we proposed data augmentation
method with considering room transfer function. To confirm the performance, we utilized DCASE
2018 Challenge Task5. The result of experiment shows that our method enhanced machine learning
performance particularly in labels which are lower number of data than others.
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